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Well, Summertime is upon us and most of us will put away our stamp albums til Fall,
and enjoy well earned earn . Some of you may be traveling around the country and
you may like to meet some of your fellow members. Don't forget to take your membership
roster -long. Steve Donee from NYC is traveling across- country and hopes to make the
West Coast . He said that he'd be looking some you un, along the way and hopes the
welcome mat will be out for him.

The addendum to the membership roster is being prepared for the printer and will be
rent out soon . The last list had 126 names e nd we have over 30 more to add to it.

Jast	 reminder th a t the 1971 dues are in order, the amount due de pending on when you
joined. Below is the schedule of dues by the 	various months . Many thanks to the many of
you who automatically se n t in your renewals.

song the many suggestions received the following was noteworthy and I are presenting
it for your approval, or disapproval, whatever the majority decides . Anyway here it is;

ABOURSE For Sale Column for members only was proposed and I have worked it out that
we could have a whole page if enough members will participate . Ne would have e layout
similar to the membership roster, with 7 lines for each member, giving space for 25
members at time, first come, first served . The cost would be 35¢ for each space end
only one space to a member, so that as many as rent ca n take part. If the response is
favorable we will start next month, if not a whole page, just a column or two, as the
case may be . So, let's hear fron you on this end we'll do as you say.

Would some one be kind enough to let me know where a Locher Catalogue could be
ob tained (If not bought, perhaps a loan)

Not much news about the chapters to re port . About the New York chapter, only a few
of you	 responded, not enough, yet, to start .

	

soon as I have enough interest I'll
contact the members around New York, and arrange a meeting.

several months ago word was sent out c out election of officers but only one or two
of you responded, showing interest in holding office. Anyone? Per aps we should begin
by having a rca representatives, say, fron the Northeast, Southeast, South, '"Midwest,
Southwest, and West Coast .  Let's have your comments on this.
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"SECRET 	 MARKS-- WHY NOT"

By LincolnD.	MacArthur,Jr.

Stamps issued by the U .S., Austria	 and Bavaria had one thing in common, "SECRET	

MARKS " . Has it ever occured to you that your early issues of Switzerland carry	 secret
mark .

4

The purpose of this article is to help you find the secret marks on the 1'54–
1362 Setting Helvetias (Silk Thread issue) . Not only where to look, but what to look "for'

Almost every one of the first four values issued carry the des igner's secret	 mark.	 These
should not be confused with the engraver's m a rk.	 j

All values are unwatermarked, embossed with silk thread. Only the f irst four values,
5, 10, 15, 40 rp, carry the secret marks . They are found on the front of the stamps.

They can often be seen without the aid of a glass.

5rp value is the first, look to the right hand side of the stamp . At the ton of the

"T", in the middle of the cross bar, (Fig . 1) you will find a small white hump or d ot.
This is not present on the other values of this series .
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10rp Value secret mark may he found at the right of and almost level with the top of

the head . (Fir. 2) . You should find a very prominent white right angle . This is due toa

:line of sh a ding in the lozenges . No other value has been seen with this lire ofshading

missing.

15rp value in the lozenges where the spear point and shaft are located, there are

only 4 lines of shading on the left side of the point and shaft. (Fig. 3) . In the other

values of this issue', including the 2, 20rp, and 1 Tr ., only 3 lines of shading can be

found . If your stamp is not a good, clear print, you may need a glass to count the lines.

40rp value secret mark can be located in -the middle and on the right hand side of

	

q

the oval and cross . This is located within the shield . (Fig . 4) . Look for

	

very thick

line of color . It in curved to match the oval. On

	

very light copy this thick line of

shading is almost nonexistant.

The secret narks can be an aid to hel p detect the few forgeries that havebeen

attempted of these issues .

	

ile these marks --re no help in identifying the year of
issue, they ere quite interesting in your collection or exh ibit, of the Swiss 1854-62

S ilk T _reed issues .
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Lawrence ?"opre, of th.e "Tel rFti News Letter" .





STAMP NEWSOFINTEREST TO ALL

Swiss-U .S. Rate of
Exchange

The United Nations Controller's
Office under date of 12 May 1971 has

advised the U .N . Postal Administration
that the Bureau of Exchange rate between
the United States and Switzerland is now
Swiss francs 4.08 to $1 .00 U.S . This brings
the Swiss franc to about .245c U.S.

United Nations stamp collectors who
purchase U N ./Geneva stamps in U .S.
currency on or after 12 May 1971 will be
required to do so at the new rates which are
as follows : STAMPS F .s 0,05 (2c);
F0,10(3c) ;

	

F0,20(5c) ;

	

F0,30(8c);
F0,50(13c) ;

	

F0,60(15c) ;

	

F0,70(18c);
F0,75(19c) ; F0,80(20c) ; F0,90(23c);
F1,00(25c) ;

	

F2,00(50c) ;

	

F3,00(74c);
F10,00($2.46).

POSTAL STATIONERY : F0,20(5c);
F0,30(8c) ; F0,65(16c), SOUVENIR
FOLDERS :1969 at $1 .55 ; 1970 folders
at $3 .80.

SWITZERLAND — For a while Swiss
miniature sheets sold at bargain prices, but
those days are gone, at least for the
moment . Many sheets are back on the
"Most Urgently Wanted" list . One that is a
good buy at today's prices is the 1941 Pro
Juventute sheet, Scott B-116 which had a
mintage of only 132 .014 . I called this sheet
to your attention once before . but consider
it to be a good buy right at this moment.
Dealers in Europe are offering over $18 ; six
months ago the offer was $15. According to
a Swiss correspondent, this sheet is in
strong demand and stocks are about

non-existent. Scott lists it at $30, and I recently
have seen it advertised at $20 . This is a very
good buy as Swiss retail is about $25 with
the good possibility that it will reach $30 in
a very short while.

SWITZERLAND — Recently the United
Nations office in Geneva has been Issuing
its own stamps with designs similar to those
of the U N Issues from New York These
stamps are being eagerly collected by tens
of thousands of stamp enthusiasts in this
country Many have begun to search tor the
earlier issues which emanated from the
Geneva office, and now find that they
cannot be had easily anywhere . A good set
to pick up is the 1950 issue of Swiss stamps
surcharged "Nations Unies Office
European,'' Scott Nos 701-7020 . Mintage
was small only 26 .000 complete sets were
issued Scott catalogs the set at $150 .15.
while the Getman Michel catalog has a net
price of almost $120.00 for that set . and that
is just about the price dealers are asking for
it in Europe these days . Considering the low
mintage and the increased demand for
these issues . I believe you will be doing very
well if you are able to pick up a set over
here in the U .S ., where the going price is
presently around $85 .00 . Prices are bound to
catch up with the higher prices in Europe,

so don't wait.

SWITZERLAND

SWITZERLAND -- In 1938 this country
issued a set of four stamps to
commemorate the opening of the Assembly
Hall of the Palace of the League of Nations
in Geneva, Scott Nos . 238-241 . Mintage was
very high, and 1,580,000 copies of the top
value were issued . But that set was good for
postage for almost five years . and was
available for an unusually long time at the
post office . So hardly anyone thought of
putting away a supply, and practically all
were used up on commercial mail . Years
later collectors realized that they had
"missed the boat" when prices began to
rise, as the stamps were no longer available
at the post office . Today it is on almost
every buying list, some offering as high as
$4 .25, which is the same amount I have
noticed it sells here in the U .S. at retail . I
believe you will be doing well to pick up a
set at the price dealers in Europe are
prepared to pay, for sooner or later, the
supply will diminish here as it goes abroad,
and prices will increase.

SWITZERLAND - Demand for souvenir
sheets is heavy . especially in Europe . and it
seems as though the most in demand are
the Stamps on Stamps . Try to find and buy
the sheets issued m 1945 to commemorate
the centenary of the Basel Dove stamp,
Scott B-144 . Mintage was large and about

1 .500.000 mint souvenir sheets were sold
but the demand does not recognize this fact.
and the price has gone up a great deal Scott
lists it at $30 but I doubt very much that you
will be able to find one at the usual "half-
catalog ' Full page advertisements are
being used by dealers in Europe trying to
attract some of these items at a bit over $15
per copy Put this sheet on top of your
shopping list . It is a worth-while Item arid
almost a certainty for a further price

increase

— All miniature sheets
issued prior to 1960 have increased in value
a great deal and continue to do so. Demand
seems to be much larger than the meager
supply on hand . The miniature sheet issued
in 1942 to commemorate the National Fete
and the 2000th anniversary of the City of
Geneva, Scott No . B119 got very little
distribution around the world, owing to
World War II . Mintage was 118,041 . After
the war it sold here in the U .S . as a new
issue for 75c, but in the late 1950's, prices
started to climb real fast . and now Scott
catalogs it at $30 .00 . Retail Is around $20.00,
which in my opinion is very low, as dealers
in Europe are offering to pay $16 .50, and
their asking price is almost $25 .00 . Better
pick this miniature sheet up now while your
dealer is offering at a bargain price .

LIECHTENSTEIN

LIECHTENSTEIN — Again I call your
attention to the Europa 1960 stamp as a
"must buy" on your shopping list . This
stamp Scott 356, is much more difficult to
locate in Europe than it is in the U .S .A.
Mintage was high (322 .000) but many
European collectors like to collect in panes
of 20 . This keeps the quantity available for
purchase and sale at a low figure . Retail
price in Europe, and the Scott catalog price
are about the same, that is $20 . Dealers in
Europe gladly pay $12 per copy, and for the
pane $275 . Europa collecting is a popular
pastime in Europe and will continue to be so
for years to come, all things being equal.
This stamp will continue to move upward in
price.

LIECHTENSTEIN — Paintings that
belong to the Prince of Liechtenstein are
world-famous . Occasionally the
Liechtenstein post office has issued series
of stamps that reproduce some of these
paintings . The purpose of showing these
paintings is two-fold . Tourism has become
the greatest activity of that tiny country.
and publicizing art treasures via the
medium of stamps is bound to attract many
art lovers to view the originals. Also, they
sell many stamps, which is very good for
the economy of the country . In 1953 a set of
four values was issued . Scott 266-269,
showing, amongst others, St. Christopher
by Lukas Cranach . Mintage was less than
80,000 sets . All four stamps were printed in
small sheets of twelve, and many collectors
of this country collect the complete sheets.
Dealers in Europe like to buy that set . and
are willing to pay $10.00 . and if you own a
set of sheets . they will gladly pay you a
premium of 10 to 15%, as they always have
customers waiting for them, and find it
difficult to supply .

— For quite some
time prices for the stamps of this country
have been considerably lower than they
were three years ago . However, this
situation might change again, especially for
some of the earlier issues where mintages
were low . A good set to pick up is the one
showing wild animals, Scott Nos . 219-221.
This attractive set was printed by the world-
famous house of Courvoisier, and mintage
was less than 110,000 complete sets . All
these facts indicate that this set is
definitely worth adding to your collection.
There were no inquiries for some time, but
now buying ads have appeared for this set in
European magazines . They are offering a
bit over $2 .00 per set . which is not a bad
price, as it can presently be bought over
here in the U .S .A . for around $2 .50 .



POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

BY. DR. FELIX PART IX

fPOSTAL MARKINGS AND DIRECTIONAL INFORMATION AFFFIXED TO MAIL

ALPHABETIC LIST OF POSTAL MARKINGS  OF SWITZERLAND, continued.

Nr .

	

Text 	 Translation	 Color

	

Remarks

A8 	 A DRESSE INSUFFISANTE

		

Incomplete address; (please	 2 lines
(RUE ET NUMERO S.v.P.)

	

give street and number)

'9 	 Affrranchissement Postage on other side

	

unseriffed
verso

10 Affranchissement au

	

Postage on Reverse

	

2 lines ; seriffed

verso /Frankatur siehe

	

(French/German)
Ruckseite

'11

	

(same text) 	 as A10	 2 lines ; no serifs

'12	 Affranchissement,	 Missing postage requested

	

3 lines ; seriffed;
manquant/réclamé	 from sender by P . O . Geneva 1

	

boxed
l'expediteur/par

Genève 1

A13 Affranchissement	 Missing postage claimed

	

2 lines;boxed
manquant/réclamé	 through P . O . Geneva 1
par Genève 1

A14 Affranchissement 	 Missing postage claimed	 3 lines; boxen

manquant/réclamé	 through P . O . Zurich 1,
par/Zürich 1 Exp.	letter section

Lett.

15 	 28.Juni 1934 auf	 Flown on June 13 1934 as

	

3 lines
dem Luftweg befördert

	

far as Pfullendorf
(etc .) (Notlandung)

	

(forced landing)

16 	 Demonetized ; canceled

	

Different sizes;
cancels post . due

A17	 " 	"	 " " "	 "	 "	 	
A17	 ANNULATO

A18 Ausgeführt/über Basel. 2 Exported via Basel 2	red; Postal
customs marking

A19 AVION DEJA	 PARTI DE/

	

Flight already has left

	

2 lines ; boxed
GENEVE

A20 AVION	Flight had left

	

boxed
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